THE BISHOP’S CO-ED.SCHOOL, KALYANINAGAR
ACTIVITY REPORT

ACADEMIC YEAR: _2011-12

SENIOR/JUNIOR SCHOOL

: SENIOR SCHOOL

ACTIVITY/COMPETITION

: Talk by Mr.Deepak Dalal

DATE

: 28th June 2011

DAY

: Tuesday

VENUE

: School Auditorium

TIME/PERIOD

: 11.00 a.m.

INTER-SCHOOL/INTER-HOUSE
INTER-CLASS/GROUP/INDIVIDUAL

: Class Activity

CLASS/CLASSES INVOLVED

: Class 7 A - G

NAME OF THE PARTICIPANTS

: All the students of Class 7

A BRIEF REPORT
On 28th June, 2011 we had the privilege of interacting with Mr. Deepak Dalal, an author. Deepak Dalal ‘chucked up’ a career as a
chemical engineer to write stories for children. He lives in Pune and enjoys wildlife, nature and the outdoor. The Sahyadri hills of
Pune are a short journey from his home. When not at his desk writing, he is either trekking their slopes or cycling their valleys. Mr.
Dalal spoke to us about four of his books, ‘Lakshwadeep Adventure’, ‘Ranthambhore Adventure’, ‘The Snow Leopard’ and
‘Anirudh’s Dream’. It was an audio-visual presentation. He took us through the flora, fauna and the history of our state. It was an
enriching experience to hear and see the inspiration behind his writings.

SONALI DEY
CLASS VII-E

TEACHER(S) INCHARGE

: All the Class Teachers of Class 7

THE BISHOP’S CO-ED.SCHOOL, KALYANINAGAR
ACTIVITY REPORT

ACADEMIC YEAR: _2011-12

SENIOR/JUNIOR SCHOOL

: SENIOR SCHOOL

ACTIVITY/COMPETITION

: Talk by Mr.Deepak Dalal

DATE

: 28th June 2011

DAY

: Tuesday

VENUE

: School Auditorium

TIME/PERIOD

: 10:30 a.m.

INTER-SCHOOL/INTER-HOUSE
INTER-CLASS/GROUP/INDIVIDUAL

: Class Activity

CLASS/CLASSES INVOLVED

: Class 6 A-H

NAME OF THE PARTICIPANTS

: All the students of Class 6

A BRIEF REPORT
On the 28th June, we had an interactive session with a renowned novelist, Mr. Deepak Dalal. The session commenced with a brief
introduction of all his books and how his indefinite love for nature led him to writing as a career. Trekking, hiking and exploring the
adventurous forests have added to his vast knowledge and umpteen plots for his books, those not worth missing. A clip of his encounter with a snow leopard was just an addition to the spectacular discussion. Noteworthy examples of his adventures are a tour
to Ladakh, trekking from Lonavala to Mahabaleshwar and walking all the way up to Torana Fort. The zest and vigour of the audience was maintained throughout the program and it saw its end with smiling faces returning to the classes. I would like to thank
our CEO and the Headmaster for organizing this wonderful event.

Parth Agarwal
VI-H

TEACHER(S) INCHARGE

: Class Teachers of Class VI

